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Introduction
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W

ith the continuous development of the Chinese economy
and China’s more prominent
role in the world, Chinese traditional culture
correspondingly receives increased attention. To help managers in Chinese or
foreign companies gain an understanding of
Chinese philosophy, history, and contemporary culture, DPark and the School of
Philosophy at Fudan University have
collaborated to establish a learning platform
that will facilitate cultural exchanges
between China and its partners.
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Introduction of
DPARK
The DPARK center was approved by
the Shanghai local government in 2010.
It is the first and ONLY foreign business
center using the western name Duarte, to
help foreign SMEs to establish themselves
in China. DPARK offers a one-stop service
for foreign SMEs, including company
registration, equipped offices, legal addresses,
bookkeeping, human resources, etc.There are
now more than 40 foreign organizations and
enterprises from France, the United States,
Italy, and Belgium that have joined DPARK
in the fields of medicine, engineering,
banking & finance, enterprise consulting,
cosmetics, food, wine, and IT industries.
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Introduction to
Fudan University
Fudan University is one of the top five
universities in Mainland China, and is
a comprehensive university that offers
program in the liberal arts, science,
medicine, business, and engineering.
Created in 1905, its professors have
included world-renoned scientists such
as Su Buqing, Xie Xide, Tan Jiazhen, and
masters of Chinese culture like Chen Yinke.
It has also trained many of the foremost
leaders of the country, such as the famous
economist Wu Jinglian and the former
World Bank Managing Director Zhang
Shengman. The current vice president of
China, Li Yuanchao, and the secretary of
the Central Committee of CPC, Wang
Huning, are also alumni of Fudan University.
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Introduction to the
School of Philosophy
The faculty of Philosophy at Fudan University was created in 1956, and is one of the
top three schools of Philosophy in Mainland China. It was ranked 1st in Asia, and
17th in the world by the English 2012 QS
Subject Ranking. Faculty research includes
Anglo-Saxon and Continental philosophies,
Chinese traditional thought and culture,
religious studies, theology, anthropology,
aesthetics and other topics. Researches by
the faculty on German and French philosophies, Chinese traditional Confucian philosophy, Heart-Mind Theory, and Buddhism
are particularly renowned.
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In recent years, the School of Philosophy
has attracted many outstanding scholars
and PhD students from major overseas
universities. Many faculty members master
English, French and German, while some
conduct research on Chinese traditional
culture and the development of Chinese
society. They frequently deliver lectures
and workshops on Chinese thought and
cultural resources for entrepreneurs. Since
2000, they have provided more than
20 workshop programs on Chinese ancient
civilization, and have received high praise
from program participants.
Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism are one, a painting in the L itang
style portraying three men laughing by a river stream, 12th century,
Song Dynasty.
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Program
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T

his English-language program
seeks to enhance international
and Chinese managers’ knowledge of
Chinese cultural resources so as to
enrich and facilitate the exercise of
their corporate missions and social
responsibilities in China. The program is
designed and taught by professors from
the School of Philosophy at Fudan
University. Its unique teaching and rich
research resources have been organized
to create a ground-breaking training
program adapted to the the needs of
decision-makers through course work,
interactions with native cultural informants, and field trips.
Professors provide in-depth courses
on Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, Chinese insights into the natural world and the social order that
link the intellectual achievements,
social experiences, and ways of living
that have shaped Chinese civilization.
Critical and comprehensive in scope,
the courses develop managers’ capabilities to creatively assess Chinese cultural resources and to integrate their
findings into their business strategies
and practices.
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First session

The Origins of Chinese Thought
I ntroduction to the program: in what
ways is Chinese thought relevant to critical thinking and strategic planning?
Study of a selection of texts from the
Zhou to the Han dynasties
The formative stage of the Taoist and
Buddhist religions
Activity: dinner with the faculty of Philosophy and discussion on China’s present intellectual landscape and educational challenges

Second session

Chinese Thought
from the Han dynasty
to the end of the Ming dynasty

Song-Ming Confucianism
Buddhist schools and their social impact
Popular religion and its impact on
Chinese territorial consciousness
Activity: dinner at a local Taoist temple
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Third session

The West and China
	
	
	

 onfucian-Jesuit encounters in the 17th
C
and 18th centuries
Intellectual reform movements in the
19th century
Chinese philosophers of the 20th century
Activity: dinner with leaders of the
Party School (In Pudong or Beijng)

Fourth session

Chinese Thought and the Law

	

Who were the Legists ?
Legal Codes in Chinese history
Basis of Legal reconstruction since 1980
Activity: discussion and dinner with
Chinese attorneys

Fifth session

Chinese Thought
of Nature

and the

Concept

 election of texts from the Laozi
S
to the present
Feng Shui and ecology
The Chinese awareness of the environmental crisis
Activity: dinner with Chinese
environnementalists
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Sixth session

S piritual

resources and schools of

meditation in

C hina

Self-examination in Confucian tradition
	The history and present sate of the Ch’an
school
Religious renewal since the 1980s
	Activity: the session takes place in
Qiyunshan (Taoist temple in Jiangxi)
and includes a Taoist meditation session

Seventh session

Arts and litterature

Painting and calligraphy
From classical to modern novels
Symbolism in chinese operas
Activity: visit of private collections
of painting and calligraphy
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The

Eighth session

meaning of

present-day

Chinese

thought for

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
 ommunal and personal responsibility
C
in Chinese thought
Philanthropic tradition in Confucianism and Buddhism
CSR with Chinese characteristics
Activity: Discussion and dinner with
Chinese executives and philanthropists

Ninth session

Present-day intellectual debates and
the future of China
I ntroduction to the most influential
thinkers in today’s China
Debate on the political uses of Confucianism
Debate on nationalism
Activity: Graduation ceremony in the
Confucian Temple of Jiading
15

Faculty
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Confucius Analects: truthfulness, humility, integration

Benoit Vermander
is Professor in the
Fudan School of Philosophy and academic
director of the XuRicci Dialogue Institute.
He has authored several books on Chinese
contemporary landscape, including Corporate Social Responsibility in China
(Singapore, 2014).

Li Tiangang, Professor and Ph.D.
Supervisor.
Head
of the department
of
religious
studies at Fudan, he is a renowned historian
of Shanghai history and of the Confucian-Christian dialogue, on which he has
published extensively. He has been a
scholar at the Harvard Yenching Institute,
the Ricci Institute in San Francisco, and at
several other institutions.
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Bai Tongdong, is
Professor and Ph.D.
Supervisor. He is the
author of China: The
Political Philosophy of
the Middle Kingdom and is the director of
the Masters Program of Chinese Philosophy in English at Fudan. He was a tenured
associated professor at Xavier University,
Cincinnati.
Liu Yuguang is an
associate professor in
the Fudan School of
Philosophy. He is a
specialist of Buddhist thought, both
in the Chinese context and in East Asia as
a whole. He has been a visiting professor
at Leipzig University and at several other
institutions.
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Zhang Shuangli is
an associate professor
in the Fudan School of Philosophy.
An expert in critical
theory and western marxism, she is a close
observer of China’s present intellectual
debate.

Yu Zhejun is a lecturer in the Fudan School of Philosophy. He
obtained his doctorate at the University
of Leipzig, Germany,
and works on the relationship between civil
society and popular religion in China
during the Republican era (1912-49).

Chen Jia is a lecturer
in the Fudan School
of Philosophy. She has
her Ph.D. from the
University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. She is serving as a
reviewer for The Journal of Aesthetic Education, Educational Theory.

Xie Jing is a lecturer
in the Fudan School of
Philosophy. She holds
a doctorate in social
philosophy from the
School for Advanced
Studies in the Social Sciences (EHESS)
in Paris.
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DPark

Foreign-related Economic, Innovative & Culture Park
No.738, Changyang Road, Shanghai, China
（上海市长阳路738号，近通北路）
Tel: +86 21 51607676 - Fax: +86 21 51607611
www.dpark-shanghai.com - blog.dpark-shanghai.com
email : dpark@duarte-china.com

School of Philosophy
Fudan University
Rm.2309, Guanghua West Bldg.,
Fudan University, No.220,
Han Dan Road, Yangpu District, Shanghai
Tel : 65650566, 65650568
www.xueyuan.cn

